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villages of the Dekkan. and Konkun, should have their correlatives in
those of Brahnumcal Goozerat, and even in Buddhistical Ceylon, we
might not have been violently surprised to discover analogous effects
produced by violent religious, or rather fanatical, excitement, among
the sublime forests and cataracts which are the home of the Indian
savage, 01 on the dreary steppes of Siberia, among races whom no ray
of divine knowledge, 01 diviner love, has ever visited, but it is truly
astonishing to find the \ery same beliefs prevailing, though under
a supernatural drapery slightly diffeient, in a Christian island so remote
from Hmdoostan,
	partita del inundo, ultima Irlanda '
The original meaning of the word ' Bhoot' ib an element * Bhoots
are not, in Goozerat at least, regarded as ' devils' (the idea of a spiritual
arch enemy of God and man having there no existence), but rather
as dawnons, * spirits of men or women deceased,—human ghosts in fact,—
*	still unhappily entangled in human passions, desires, or anxieties —
Alas ' poor ghost!
' and seeking to inflict paui, to practice delusion, or to enjoy pleasure,
through the instrumentality of a living human bodj, of which they
take temporary possession'
In other parts of India they are known under different forms ' The
' worship of demons,1 says the Abbe Dubois, speaking of the Hindoos
of Mysore, is universally established and practised among them They
' call them Bhuta, which also signifies element, as if the elements were,
' in fact, nothing else but wicked spirits personified, from whose wrath
' and fury all the disturbances of nature arise Malign spirits are also
' called by the generic names of Puacha and Daitya
In many parts we meet with temples specially devoted to the worship
' of wicked spirits   There are districts also in which it almost exclusively
' predominates   Such is that long chain of mountains which extend on
' the west of the Mysore, where the greater part of the inhabitants
' practice no other worship than that of the devil   Every house and each
' family has its own particular Bhuta, who stands for its tutelary god ,
' and to whom, daily, prayers and propitiatory sacrifices are offered,
not only to incline him to withhold his own machinations, but to defend
them from the evils which the Bhutas of their neighbours or enemies
' might inflict    In those parts the image of the demon is everywhere
' seen, represented in a hideous form, and often by a shapeless stone
' Each, of these fiends has his particular name, and some who are more
powerful and atrocious than others, are preferred in the same proportion
' All evil demons love bloody offerings, and, therefore, their ardent
' worshippers sacrifice living victims, such as buffaloes, hogs, rams,
' cocks, and the like   When nee is offered, it must be tinged with blood,
 *	and they are also soothed with inebriating drinks.   In offerings of
 *	flowers, the red only are presented to them
' The worship of the Bhutas, and the manner of conducting it, are

